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January is upon us, which means it is officially 2013. We at TnT Paranormal hope each of
you have a happy, healthy, and prosperous new year.
This past month we hosted the 2nd of 2 pay events at Tinker Swiss Cottage in Rockford on
12/1. Fifteen (15) participants came with us as we searched for things that go bump in the
night. We had some great experiences that hopefully we can back up with data.
December 17th we celebrated our third anniversary as TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC.

At TnT Paranormal
Investigators LLC our primary
mission is to help the client
with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data
to determine if any paranormal
evidence was captured, and
provide the client with a report
of our findings. We also use
this time to educate our clients
on the paranormal field and
helping to ease their fears.

We would love to assist you
with your paranormal needs. If
you would like to know more
about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation please go to
www.tntparanormal.com.

www.tntparanormal.com

We are so proud of this milestone. The past three years would not have been possible
without people like you. Thank you for being a part of our lives and the TnT Paranormal
family.
We have several “Investigate with TnT Paranormal” events coming up at Tinker Swiss
Cottage and the Coronado Theatre in 2013. These are the perfect events for the novice
paranormal investigator who wants to be able to investigate but may not have the means to
do it otherwise. Are you brave enough to come along with us and see if these locations are

haunted? If so, see page 10 or our website (http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm) for
details on how to attend.
We have a lot of interesting articles in this months issue from Myrtles Plantation to the
History of the Ouija Board to the e-Pod to Shamans. If you are a budding author, or even an
experienced one and would love to have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in
mind if you hear of anything. That’s all for this issue but not all, by any means, for us and
what we are up to. To learn more go to our website (www.tntparanormal.com), check us out
on FaceBook (https://www.facebook.com/#!/home.php?sk=group_146712678732927&ap=1),
or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).
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Paranormal “U”
History of Ouija Boards
By Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
The history of the Ouija board goes back about 165 years to when the Fox sisters, Kate and Margaret, claimed to have contacted the spirit of a
dead man and sparked an obsession across American and Europe. That obsession was the birth of modern Spiritualism.
Spiritualism is a religion with the belief that spirits of the dead can communicate with the living. Spiritualism follows the belief that there are

gifted and unique individuals, called Mediums, that can facilitate this communication with spirits. They use a variety of tools to do this
communication. Over the years these tools went from table turning; to using a Planchette; to witch boards; to using Ouija boards. There were
other tools and techniques used, but these were the main ones.
The Ouija, pronounced WEE-jə, board itself has a sorted history. Ranging from several different people claiming to have invented it, to lawsuits
between companies fight over patent infringements, to streaks of bad luck for some associated with them. The primary history of the Ouija
board is that during the late 19th century, two businessmen Elijah Bond and Charles Kennard had the idea to create a “talking” board with the
alphabet printed on it and would be used with a planchette that could be used to talk to spirits. They filed a patent on May 28, 1890 and thus
“invented” the first talking board. A few years later, in 1901, an employee, William Fuld took over the talking board production and made his own
boards under the name of "Ouija". Fuld and his estate ran the business until 1966, when Parker Brothers bought the business from the Fuld
estate. Parker Brothers produced the boards until 1991 when Hasbro purchased it. Hasbro continues to hold all trademarks and patents and
produces them to this day.
Even the name “Ouija” has at least two different stories for how it was created. The first being from Kennard when he claimed it came during a
talking board session when the word Ouija was spelled out. He claimed the word was an ancient Egyptian word meaning "good luck." However,
Fuld claims the name comes from a combination of the French and German words for "yes.“ I guess we will never know for certain.
In the paranormal field there are mixed thoughts and feelings on the use of a Ouija board as a tool to contact ghosts or spirits. We at TnT
Paranormal do not support the use of a Ouija during an investigation. There are many reasons for this, but primarily we believe since it’s not a
controlled tool it is hard to prove one way or another what caused the planchette to move.
There are beliefs that the Ouija board is a tool to open a portal to the “other side” and allow ghost or spirits to communicate with them through
the board. The risks are that you don’t know “who” will show up and unless you know what you’re doing, you might not know how to make them
go away.
No matter what your beliefs are about the “Ouija board” as you can see it has a sorted and colorful past. To learn more check out the follow
sites:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouija

http://www.museumoftalkingboards.com/WebOuija.html
http://www.allabouttheoccult.org/ouija-board.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritualism
http://ghostresearch.org/articles/ouija.html
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TnT Paranormal Asks Jim Heater
1) Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?

I am the founder of the Champaign/CHicago Paranormal Society, and we are available in Northern, and East Central Illinois. The Chicago group
is run by Ms Laura Redmond. Both groups are available for residential investigations.

2) How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
I have been interested in “Ghost Hunting” for about 25 years. Before it was cool. I started what later would be called investigating the
paranormal while investigating my family's genealogy. The voices, the fleeting glimpses of forms moving out of the corner of my eyes caused
me to take my old cassette tape recorder to the cemetery, and I would turn it on and just let it record. There were noises recorded, but with no
sophisticated audio programs, or computers available, there was no way for this weekend genealogist to find anything.

3) What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
I don't really think we are that much different than most teams out there. One thing about CH.I.P.S. is that we do network with other teams like
Sunnie Boland's Into the Night Paranormal, I.P.R.A., and Expedition Apparition, and Small Town Paranormal. When we get together, we are
like a big family. Since my family is in Arizona, and Alaska, they are my family.

4) What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
Hmmmm, I think the biggest mistake is throwing the “D” word, Demon around. I see websites that groups call a voice demonic, or say they have
a demonic apparition on film. Another thing is groups that have their own ideas about how to investigate, and insult other paranormal teams for
their beliefs.

5) In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?
One of the Lead Investigators for my CHicago team, Marcia Mack calls on the spirits of her deceased relatives to protect, and assist her in her
investigations. I find this to be a unique idea. Who better to protect you then family?

6) Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
The first thing that comes to mind is; Don't think its at all like what you see on TV, because it's not! One other tip is to respect the dead. You may
see Zack do it, but you need to be careful. You may get what you wish for.

7) What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
In my opinion, it would be a decent digital audio recorder. I use a separate microphone, and clip it to the bill of my cap. Using it serves two
purposes. It frees up one of your hands, and it cancels the noise you get switching the recorder from hand to hand.

Continue to Page 4
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TnT Paranormal Asks Jim Heater
Continued from Page 3

TnT Paranormal Asks Jim Heater

8) What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
One location I can't wait to get back to is the Roff House in Watseka Illinois.
9) Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
The worst/best experience I had occurred during the 2011 Paranormal Kicks Cancer event in Elk Grove Village Illinois. At the end of a fun, long
day, I attended a séance and at the end, I started feeling very depressed, and got real emotional. I started crying uncontrollably. My friend
Sunnie Boland was right there, and later when everything settled down with me, I was told that I had an attachment try to gain access to me. It
was a scary time while it was happening, but when it was over and I had time to reflect on it, it was an experience I was glad that happened, but
I don't want it to happen again.

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
Probably the easiest way to contact me would be by email – jimheater@hotmail.com.

Laura Redmond runs the Chicago group, and the best

way to get a hold of her would be by email also – piasst@yahoo.com

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Jim Heather for the interview. We are honored to call him our
friend.

Sneak Peek
In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts. Place
your order today at:

• Paranormal “U” - EVPs vs DVP / AVP

http://www.tntparanormal.com/apps/webs

• Famous Haunts – Bell Witch Cave

tore/

• Tools of the Trade – Barometric Pressure
Gauge
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Famous Haunts
The Myrtles Plantation (St. Francisville, Louisiana)
http://www.myrtlesplantation.com/

The Myrtles plantation is located 30 miles north of Baton Rouge, Louisiana and currently serves as a bed and breakfast and restaurant.
Guided history and mystery tours are conducted daily and the plantation is often used for weddings and receptions. The plantation is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places. The house is a prime example of Southern Antebellum architecture and has winding staircases, 22
rooms, and is furnished with 18th & 19th century antiques. The property is lined with oak and crepe myrtle trees and has wide verandas
adorned with wrought-iron. The backyard includes a small pond with an island gazebo.

The Myrtles plantation has a very rich history with its share of tragedy. It is known as the most haunted location in America. There are many
restless spirits reported at the plantation which is due to at least 10 murders or suicides on the plantation grounds since 1796. In addition, the
house sits on an ancient Indian burial ground.

General David Bradford built the plantation in 1796 on approximately 650 acres. He named it Laurel Grove and in 1799 he moved his wife
Elizabeth and their 5 children to the plantation from Pennsylvania. The plantation was sold to Elizabeth’s son-in-law, Clark Woodruff, after
David Bradford died in 1808.

Legend has it that Clark Woodruff chose one his plantation slaves, Chloe, to be his house slave and mistress. One day, Chloe was caught
eves-dropping on one of his business meetings. In order to save face with his colleagues, he had her ear cut off and she was banished from
the house. Later, she offered to bake a cake for one his children’s’ birthday parties. She laced the birthday cake with poison hoping to nurse
the children back to health and fall back in favor with Clark Woodruff. However, two of the Woodruff children died as well as his wife. It was
soon found out that Chloe was the culprit so she was hung and her body was thrown into the Mississippi river. The spirits of Chloe and the
two Woodruff children are often reported to make their presence known. The children can be heard laughing and playing on the grounds and
Chloe is reported to rearrange furniture and wake visitors from their sleep.

The Woodruff family sold the plantation to Ruffin Gray Stirling in 1834. The house was expanded, remodeled and renamed to Myrtles
Plantation. Ruffin Stirling’s daughter, Sarah, and her husband, William Winter, eventually took over ownership. In 1871, William was shot on
his porch by an unknown assailant. Legend has it that William staggered back into the house, climbed 17 stairs, and then collapsed and died.
It has been reported that William’s spirit can still be heard staggering up the stairs and collapsing on the 17 th stair.

Other reports of paranormal activity include an apparition of a confederate soldier seen walking the grounds, a male apparition dressed in
khaki that warns visitors not to come in to visit, a voodoo priestess trying to save a little girl with chants, a ballet dancer in a black tutu, and a
naked Indian girl has been seen lounging in the gazebo in the back yard.
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Tools of the Trade
E-Pod
By Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
A common report by clients and investigators during an investigation, is hair that will stand straight up, on their arms, legs, or back of their neck.
Very similar to what happens to a person when a lightning storm is overhead or they rub a balloon on something and then move it above their
arm.

In order to detect the presence of static electricity within an area the E-Pod and its upgraded version, E-Pod Amp, was invented.

Before we go much further on the E-Pod we should define static electricity. Static electricity is an accumulation of an electric charge within an
object…such as a person. This charge will remain until it can be discharged and/or escape from the stronger object to a weaker object that has
an opposite charge. Normally objects contain equal numbers of positive and negative charges which makes them electrically neutral. When
one of these charges is greater than the other an imbalance occurs, causing static electricity.

A common example of this is when a person walks on carpet in a heated house in the winter months. The person will build up a static charge
and then when they touch another object, such as a person, doorknob, etc., a static charge will be discharged and a brief shock happens.
Sometimes a pop sound is heard. If this is in a dimly lit area a spark can be seen. After this discharge both objects are back in balance again.
An E-Pod will detect static electricity (aka E-field) within proximity of it. The current models of E-Pods will detect this e-field for up to 12’ away
from it with a Reality Humidity (RH) condition of 35% or less.

A single E-Pod can be used to monitor a room of the size 12’ x 12’.

How the E-Pod works is that an LED light will come on, indicating E-pod activation as the electricity charge in the area changes from positive to
negative or negative to positive.

The LED will remain ON as long as static electricity is present. The three LEDs are red, green, and blue;

each one indicating a distance for the detection. If the green light comes on it means the static is detected farther away from the E-Pod. If the
blue light comes on it means the static is detected near the E-Pod. If the red light comes on it means the static is very close to the E-Pod.

The response time of the lights is within 100 milliseconds of the detection of E-field fluctuations and/or spikes. The E-field detection range for
the E-Pod is from 500 millivolts (mV) to 700 Volts. The device also has a telescopic antenna with provides for 360 degree coverage of the area
being monitored.
So if you or your team receive a lot of client reports of “hair standing up” and/or your team experiences this alot…the E-Pod might be a tool for
you. To learn more please use the following sources:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_electricity
http://www.sciencemadesimple.com/static.html
http://www.electricityforum.com/static-electricity.html
http://www.answers.com/topic/static-electricity
http://www.myghostgear.com/catalog_i13085136.html?catId=381308
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From the Paranormal Store
ParaNorman
From the makers of Coraline comes the story of Norman, a boy who must use his special
powers to save his town from a centuries-old curse. In addition to spooky zombies, he'll also
have to take on unpredictable ghosts, wily witches and, worst, of all, clueless grown-ups. But
this young ghoul whisperer will soon find his paranormal activities pushed to their otherworldly
limits. Featuring the voice talents of Kodi Smit-McPhee, Anna Kendrick, Casey Affleck,

Christopher Mintz-Plasse, Leslie Mann, Jeff Garlin and John Goodman, it's a frightfully funny
tale for the whole family.
Actors: Leslie Mann, Christopher Mintz-Plasse
Directors: Chris Butler, Sam Fell
Format: Animated, Color, Subtitled, Widescreen, NTSC

Hotel Transylvania
Welcome to Hotel Transylvania Dracula's lavish five-stake resort where monsters and their
families can live it up and no humans are allowed. One special weekend Dracula (Adam
Sandler) has invited all his best friends Frankenstein and his wife the Mummy the Invisible Man
the Werewolf family and more to celebrate his beloved daughter Mavis's (Selena Gomez)

118th birthday. For Dracula catering to all of these legendary monsters is no problem but the
party really starts when one ordinary guy stumbles into the hotel and changes everything!
Actors: Adam Sandler, Kevin James, Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez, Fran Drescher
Directors: Genndy Tartakovsky
Writers: Dan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, Peter Baynham, Robert Smigel, Todd Durham
Producers: Adam Sandler, Lydia Bottegoni

www.tntparanormal.com
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Greetings Illinois ghost enthusiasts, legend trippers, and paranormal investigators! trueillinoishaunts.com is looking for your
local ghost stories and paranormal news. Ever wanted to be a reporter, highlighting the strange and unusual in your town?
Come aboard and submit your stories. Articles about local legends, haunted houses, personal encounters with ghosts,
investigations, UFO and Bigfoot sightings, and even paranormal events in Illinois are all welcome!

Feel free to submit:

1. Articles about your local haunted places (photos welcome)
2. Personal experiences (photos welcome)
3. Investigation summaries (photos welcome)
4. Videos
5. Information about upcoming events

With 28,000 to 32,000 visits a month, our website is well respected for its creativity and interesting approach to the genre. Have
your work read by thousands of people throughout Illinois and all over the United States. Articles should be between 500 and
800 words, using embedded links for citations. Please send all article submissions to trueillinoishaunts@blackoakmedia.org –

make sure to include your full name, hometown, and phone number. Only your name and story will be shared with our
audience. Pen names are acceptable as well.

Whether you live in Chicago, or Galena, or Cairo, our fans are waiting to hear from you! So what are you waiting for? Submit
your articles now!

- Michael Kleen, author of the Legends and Lore of Illinois, and Haunting Illinois: A Tourist's Guide to the Weird and Wild Places
of the Prairie State

PS. If you have never been to trueillinoishaunts.com, I suggest you check it out. We have top 10 lists, ghostly games, creepy
quotes, paranormal 101, interviews with authors and paranormal researchers, and much more!

www.tntparanormal.com
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Paranormal or Not?

Starting Over
Contributed By Rev. Kathy Houck, Independent Paranormal
Investigations Research Consultant
There once was a man named Michael Finnegan,
He grew whiskers on his chinnegan,
The wind came up and blew them in ag'in,
Poor old Michael Finnegan (begin ag'in)

~from The Hackney Scout

Songbook (Stacy & Son Ltd. 1921)
Many of us grew up singing variations of this silly nonsensical song. It
seemed to me to be the perfect little entry for an article on new

beginnings. Let’s face it, if you are reading this, the world didn’t end
on 12-21-12. That doesn’t mean we should overlook the fact that we

The picture above was during our presentation at the 2012 IL

have entered a new cosmic rotation around the Universe though. Like

ParaConference in Rockford.

our solar calendar year, we have the opportunity to make resolutions

Answer will be provided in next month’s issue.

for the times to come.
Last month, the hearts of all of us were broken when Sandy Hook

Answer from the previous issue:

Elementary school in Newtown, Connecticut made headline news
around the world. One armed young man took the lives of twenty
children and six adults in a killing spree no one can understand or
explain. Outrage and disgust filled social websites as people cried out
for justice, some even demanding vigilante measures in our schools.
What does any of this have to do with the paranormal though? Well
for one thing, this was all far beyond normal. So far beyond, that we
may never know normal again.

I don’t find it a coincidence that the number of individuals with a
diagnosable mental illness has quadrupled in the last thirty years,
while the electromagnetic field of the Earth has just as quickly gone
awry. As we move through and past the galactic alignment will the
human race as a whole slowly return to a sense of normalcy? We can

sit and hope, or we can choose to be a community of change.
Change in how we care for our children, our elders, our neighbors

The picture above was taken by our trail camera during an

and our poor. What will it take to become a community of believers?

investigation at Milton School in Alton, IL on 10/20/2012. It is lens

Not just belief in the afterlife; but in each other and in life itself? The

flare from the flashlight. Nothing paranormal here.

world may not have ended, though we can begin again.
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Is the Historic Coronado Theatre Haunted???
You be the judge!
Join us for a night of ghost hunting….if you dare!
Hosted by Haunted Rockford and Gardens and TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

We are pleased to announce an Investigate with TnT Paranormal
Event at Coronado Theatre in Rockford, IL on Saturday,
February 23rd, 2013.
To learn more about the Coronado Theatre go to: http://www.coronadopac.org/

Session 1: 6:00 - 9:00PM (3 hours) or
Session 2: 9:30PM – 12:30AM (3 hours)
Cost per Session: $25 in advance; $30 at
door
Includes: Investigation of the location and
training on the equipment used during
investigations. Feel free to bring your own
equipment.
Sign-up:
http://www.hauntedrockford.com/events.html

If you have questions please contact TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
(info@tntparanormal.com).
www.tntparanormal.com
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Paranormal Fiction
Annie’s Monsters
Part I
(Part II coming in February’s issue)

By Susan Haynes

In this small town, where I live, there are monsters. Not the usual perverts and wife-beaters, but the real deal. And I’ve seen them.
My name is Annie and I’m twelve years old. I’ll be thirteen in two weeks, on the twentieth of August. I’m five-two and one hundred and four
pounds with dishwater hair and ugly glasses and nobody notices me, not even my family. My dad is a corporate lawyer who commutes an hour
each way to and from the city every day and is bone-tired when he gets home, usually falling asleep on the couch before dinner. My mom is
involved in the community so much that I hardly ever see her, I think she does all that because she is trying to forget about my little sister
Amelia, who died two years ago from a bad heart. I go to school at Fairfax Day School and get decent grades, and have very few friends, mostly
because I like to be alone. But enough about me. I want to tell you about the monsters.

Amelia tried to tell me about them before she died, but naturally I thought she was just talking out of her head from the medication. I was wrong.
Two nights ago, when I was looking out my window because I couldn’t sleep, I saw something weird. This was about two in the morning and the
moon was not quite full, so there was plenty of light despite the late hour. We live at the end of a lane, with a huge horse pasture next to us,
where Mr. Morris boards and trains horses and dogs, too. I saw a movement out of the corner of my eye, to the left, and swiveled my head that
direction. There was a creature about three feet tall moving across the pasture toward the barns. It seemed to be covered in scales, like a snake,
and it had antennas on the head where you would expect ears. I couldn’t see its’ face, because it was looking down at the ground. I know this
sounds crazy, like I’m describing a nightmare, but I swear it’s the truth. I watched it cross to the barn where it was swallowed up in shadows,
then I didn’t see it anymore. I kept expecting to hear the horses whinny in fright, but there was no noise at all. I went to my parent’s bedroom and
woke up my dad by shoving his shoulder. “Dad, wake up!” I whispered, “ I saw something go into Mr. Morris’s barn. It looked really weird.” My
dad opened one eye and told me to go back to bed or I’d be grounded for a week. Typical.
I decided that I’d get evidence. Tomorrow night I would get a picture, so I gathered up my camera and got a flashlight and some other stuff I
thought I’d need, then put it in my backpack. Finally I laid back down and fell asleep. The next morning, my dad had left before I woke up, but my
mom cornered me at the breakfast table. “You do not need to wake your father up in the middle of the night with your nightmares, young lady!”
She was really mad, I could tell. She only called me young lady when she was angry. “But,Mom! I saw something, I swear!” She shook her head
and I didn’t say another word. I knew the signs. Shut up or be punished. Well, I would show them proof and then they would shut up.
An hour later, I meandered over to Mr. Morris’s place. I wanted to see if anything had happened. Mr. Morris was nowhere to be seen, so I let
myself into the barn and started petting the horses’ velvety noses. My favorite was named Eyrie, and he was a big bay stallion. I had snuck a

Continue to Page 12
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Paranormal Fiction
Continued from Page 11
Annie’s Monsters
carrot into my pocket before I’d left the house and I pulled it out and gave it to him. I looked all over the barn and didn’t find anything out of place
or strange, so I went back out into the sunshine and went in search of Mr. Morris. He was always very nice to me, and sometimes gave me little
jobs to do for pocket money. His wife had died before we moved in, and he seemed like a lonely guy, so I felt like he needed the company. I
found him on his back porch, drinking coffee and looking at the newspaper. “Hey, Annie! What’s new?” he asked. “Did you hear about the
animals they found over at Johnsons place? They were killed by wild dogs, the paper says. You better be careful when you go out.” “Hi,
Mr.Morris. No, I hadn’t heard about that. How terrible. Are they sure its dogs?” He looked at me funny. “Why do you ask that?” I looked at the
ground then back up at him. “Mr. Morris, can I tell you something?” He nodded. “Well, last night I saw something go up to your barn and it sure
wasn’t a dog. I don’t know what it was, but it sure wasn’t a dog.” “What time was this, Annie? Are you sure, because I don’t have any dead
animals.”

Continued in February 2013 Issue

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess; info@tntparanormal.com.

Last months Name this Haunted
Location was Tinker Swiss Cottage
in Rockford.
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Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.

What is a Shaman? What do they do?
A Shaman is a person who acts as an intermediary between the natural and supernatural/paranormal worlds. Shamanism was used by our
ancestors to contact spirits. The Shaman would essentially cross over into another dimension where they would receive information, guidance
and healing. This then would be taken back to the Shamans tribe or community. There are many different names for Shamans as there are
many different cultures that use Shamanic practices all over the world. A Shaman is not gender specific as there are men and women who

practice. Shamanism seems to be making a comeback in today’s times. From my experience with the few Shamans I have spoken with, they
attempt to make contact with the entity/spirit occupying our client’s space. Some of the Shaman’s help the entity/spirit to pass over and some
just try to find out why the entity is there including what it wants. Shamanism is used for good of people and not used for negative outcomes.
-- Tracey, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

What does TnT stand for?
It is the first initial of two of the founding members last names. Tanner and Tanner.
-- Melissa, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

What is a Residual Haunting?
A residual haunting is not a spirit at all, but rather energy imprinted on the environment, much like information captured on a recorder, such as
a tape or CD. This energy is a playback of some event from the past. The theory is that a residual haunting is caused by some traumatic or
life-altering event that occurred either in that location or to the object it’s tied to. A residual haunting will not interact with you. It will typically

have a pattern to it’s occurrence, for instance occurring at the same time of day or under the same circumstance. Most paranormal
researchers believe this is the most common type of haunting.
-- Melissa, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

What are Shadow People?
Since the dawn of time people have reported seeing Shadow People or Creatures. These are shadows seen out of the eye’s peripheral
vision. Some reports have them shaped like a person and other are animals. These shadows have been reported to be of a positive or
negative nature. One form of a shadow person is something known as the “Hat Man”, which is commonly reported as being evil.
-- Melissa, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

www.tntparanormal.com
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

January 2013 Issue

Investigator Spotlight
Jenni Garcia

• February 23, 2013 – Coronado Theatre in Rockford - Host for

Investigator in Training

Ghost Hunt (Co-host with Tinker and Haunted Rockford
(http://www.hauntedrockford.com/)

Jenni was born and raised in Rockford, IL. She has a

• March 21, 2013 7PM – White Oak – Romeoville Branch PL (101)

background in Anthropology, Sociology and Fine Art. Jenni

• April 13, 2013 – Tinker Swiss in Rockford – Host for Ghost Hunt
(Co-host with Tinker and Haunted Rockford

is a mother of three children, six cats and a dog. As a

(http://www.hauntedrockford.com/)

skeptical believer, she enjoys the quest for answers and the

• October 3, 2013 7PM – Franklin Park PL (102)

adventures along the way. Some of Jenni’s other interests

• October 5, 2013 1PM – Downers Grove Park District (101)

include; reading, fiber art, photography, music and hockey.

• October 11, 2013 7PM – Frankfort Park District (101)
• October 12, 2013 1PM – New Lenox PL (101)

• October 17, 2013 7PM – Lemont PL (101)
• October 19, 2013 1PM – Steger PL (102)
• October 24, 2013 7PM – White Oak – Romeoville Branch PL (102)

We are adding new events all the time, so check the updated list

often. We hope to see you at an event in your area soon.
http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm

AMT Counseling Management
Services

Upcoming Paranormal
Events

Ages 2 through Adulthood
Services offered
ADHD
Anger Management
Anxiety
Asperger's Syndrome
Autism
Depression
Domestic Violence
Family
Grief and Loss
Marriage
PTSD
Sexual Abuse
And much more

Local Events:
•

January 13, Paranormal Evening at the Roadhouse

Restaurant: http://www.hauntedrockford.com/events.html
•

March 10, Paranormal Tour of the Historic Briggs Mansion:
http://www.hauntedrockford.com/events.html

Contact us:

Not so Local Events:

•

March 23, Missouri State Penn:

815 N. Larkin Ave
Suite 104B
Joliet, IL 60435

http://idealeventmanage.com/missouristatepenitentiary.html
•

April 12 – 15, Stanley Hotel, a BRE event:

Phone: 815-730-8900

http://www.beyondrealityevents.com/

Email: amtcounseling@yahoo.com

www.tntparanormal.com
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